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Abstract
Let (O, t) be a discrete valuation ring of equi-characteristic zero and let B be an integral domain which is
finitely generated overO and equipped with a locally nilpotentO-derivation δ on B such that the associated
Ga-action is free from fixed points. We shall describe the structure of such an O-algebra B in terms of
generators and relations when B has relative dimension one over O and B/tB is an integral domain.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let Ga be the additive group scheme. When we consider a non-trivial Ga-action on a normal
affine variety Y = SpecB and the associated quotient morphism π : Y → X, where X = SpecA
with the Ga-invariant subring A of B which we assume to be an affine domain, the morphism π
has general fibers isomorphic to the affine line and it starts to have degenerate fibers over the
subvarieties of codimension one of X. Since X is also normal, the local ring OX,P is a dis-
crete valuation ring for a point P of X of codimension one and the local nature of π around
the fiber π−1(P ) is observed by looking into the structure of Spec(B ⊗A OX,P ). We are thus
motivated to consider an integral affine scheme defined over a discrete valuation ring which has
a non-trivial Ga-action.
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with a uniformisant t . We denote by K (respectively k) the quotient field (respectively the
residue field) of O. Let B be an affine domain of relative dimension one over O which is an
integral domain finitely generated over O and in whose quotient field Q(B) the field K is alge-
braically closed. A Ga-action on Y = SpecB defined by an O-morphism σ : Ga,O × Y → Y
is described in terms of a locally nilpotent O-derivation δ on B in such a way that if we write
Ga,O = SpecO[T ], the associated homomorphism aσ : B → B[T ] is an O-algebra homomor-
phism aσ (b) =∑∞i=0 1i!δi(b)T i , which is in fact a polynomial in T . Note that Q is contained inO
since O has equi-characteristic zero. We often denote aσ by Φ . If the Ga-action is non-trivial,
i.e., δ = 0, then Ker δ = O and BK := B ⊗O K ∼= K[z] a polynomial ring over the field K in
one variable z, where z ∈ B (see Lemma 2.1). Conversely, the condition that BK ∼= K[z] implies
the existence of a non-trivial Ga-action on SpecB which acts along the z-fibers. We call such an
O-algebra B (or SpecB) an affine O-curve with a non-trivial locally nilpotent derivation. We
say that BK (respectively B = B/tB) is the generic fiber (respectively the special fiber) of B
and assume always that B = 0. Let J be the ideal of B generated by the image δ(B). Then J
is a δ-ideal in the sense that δ(J ) ⊆ J . If I is a δ-ideal, then δ induces a derivation on B/I . In
the case I = J , the induced derivation is trivial, whence the induced Ga-action on SpecB/J is
trivial. Thus, the ideal J defines the fixed point locus of the Ga-action σ on Y . Since tB is a δ-
ideal, δ induces a locally nilpotent k-derivation δ on the special fiber B . If δ = 0, then δ(B) ⊆ tB
and t−1δ(B) ⊆ B , whence t−1δ is a locally nilpotent derivation on B which has the same effect
as δ on the generic fiber BK . Hence, replacing δ by t−r δ for some integer r > 0 if necessary, we
may assume that δ is non-trivial.
An example of affine O-curve is an affine O-curve of Danielewski type, which is defined as
B =O[x, y]/(tny−f (x)), where n is a positive integer and f (x) is a monic polynomial inO[x].
We call B irreducible (respectively reducible) if f (x) = f (x) (mod tO[x]) is an irreducible
(respectively reducible) polynomial in k[x]. If B is irreducible, it will be shown in Lemma 2.3
that B is a factorial domain, that B/tB = L[y], where L = k(x) is an algebraic extension field
of k defined by f (x) = 0 with x, y being the residue classes of x, y, and that an O-derivation δ
defined by δ(t) = 0, δ(y) = f ′(x) and δ(x) = tn defines a fixed-point free Ga-action on Y =
SpecB .
We call an affine O-curve integral if the special fiber B is an integral domain. Our interest
lies in giving a structure theorem of such an O-algebra. For an integral affine O-curve B with a
non-trivial Ga-action, we define two quantities. First of all, an integer n is called the order of B
and defined as min{v(a) | a ∈O ∩ δ(B), a = 0}, where v is the valuation of O with v(t) = 1.
The integer n is uniquely determined by B . By the definition, there exists an element x of B such
that δ(x) ∈ O and v(δ(x)) = n. We may assume that δ(x) = tn.1 Furthermore, if v(δ(x′)) = n
then x′ = a1x + a0 with a1 ∈ O∗ and a0 ∈ O. If n = 0, i.e., δ(x) = 1, it is known that B is
a polynomial ring in x over the subring Ker δ which is equal to O. The residue class x of x
modulo tB is a non-zero element of B/tB . Suppose that n > 0. Then B/tB ∼= L[η] a polynomial
ring in η over a separable algebraic extension field L of k. The element x belongs to L because
δ(x) = 0 and hence k(x) is a subfield of L. Let f (x) be a minimal (monic) polynomial of x
over k. Then there exists a monic polynomial f (x) ∈O[x] such that f (x) = f (x) (mod tO[x]).
We write f (x) = ty with y ∈ B, t  y and  > 0. We can show that  n (see Lemma 2.4). We
choose f (x) and y so that  is the largest possible integer. The integer  is called the class of B .
1 It should be noted that BK = K[x] and the extension δK of δ to BK is equal to tn(d/dx).
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and  will play the first important roles when we try to describe the structure of an integral affine
O-curve. In fact, an affine O-curve of Danielewski type is characterized as an integral affine
O-curve with n =  (see Theorem 3.2 below). In particular, any integral affine O-curve B with
the order n = 1 is of Danielewski type.
We shall construct an example of O-curve which is not of Danielewski type (see Proposi-
tion 3.3) and give finally a structure theorem (see Theorem 4.3) of an integral affine O-curve.
A basic idea for the structure theorem is well-exhibited in Proposition 3.3 and its proof.
When we speak of an affine O-curve SpecB below, we assume tacitly that B is given a
non-trivial locally nilpotent derivation. As the notational convention, we denote by R∗ the set
of invertible elements of a given ring R. For relevant definitions and results concerning locally
nilpotent derivations, we refer to [2] and [3].
2. Preliminaries
Let B be an affine O-curve as defined in the introduction. Note that K is algebraically closed
in the quotient field Q(B). Then B isO-flat because B has noO-torsion elements, and hence the
natural morphism SpecB → SpecO is equi-dimensional. Let δ be an O-derivation and let δK
(respectively δ) the K-derivation (respectively k-derivation) on BK (respectively B) induced
by δ. If δ is locally nilpotent, so are δK and δ. As remarked in the introduction, we may assume
that δ = 0.
Lemma 2.1. Let B be an affineO-curve with a non-trivial locally nilpotentO-derivation δ. Then
the following assertions hold.
(1) O = Ker δ.
(2) Let n be the order of B and let x be an element of B such that δ(x) ∈O and v(δ(x)) = n.
We may further assume that δ(x) = tn. Then BK = K[x]. This entails that B∗ =O∗.
(3) Let M = {b ∈ B | δ(b) ∈O}. Then M is a free O-module of rank two generated by 1 and x.
(4) Suppose that B is integral. Then B is regular. In particular, it is normal.
Proof. (1) Let L˜ = Ker δK . Since δK = 0, BK = L˜[z], where we may take z to be an element
of B . Since dimK BK = 1, L˜ is an algebraic extension of K . Since K is algebraically closed
in Q(B), we have L˜ = K . It is now clear that Ker δ = B ∩ K . Let b ∈ B ∩ K and write b = t ra
with a ∈O∗. Suppose r < 0. Then t r = ba−1 ∈ B . Hence t is invertible in B , i.e., B = tB . This
contradicts the hypothesis that B = 0. Hence r  0 and b ∈O.
(2) We can choose x as the element z in the assertion (1). Since BK = K[x], we have B∗ ⊂
(BK)
∗ = K∗. Hence B∗ ⊆ B ∩K∗ ⊂O. Thence B∗ =O∗.
(3) Let b ∈ M and write δ(b) = t ra with a ∈ O∗. Then r  n by the choice of n. We may
assume that δ(x) = tn. Then δ(b − t r−nxa) = 0. So, b − t r−nxa ∈ O and b ∈ O +O · x. The
converse O +O · x ⊆ M is clear. Since x /∈ K , the elements 1 and x are linearly independent
over O.
(4) Since we may assume that the k-derivation δ on the integral domain B is non-trivial, it
follows that B is isomorphic to a polynomial ring L[η] over an algebraic field extension L of k.
In fact, Ker δ is a k-subalgebra in the finitely generated k-domain B of dimension one. Hence
Ker δ is a finite algebraic extension of k. Let L = Ker δ. Then there exists an element η of B such
that δ(η) is a non-zero element of L. Since δ is locally nilpotent, it follows that B = L[η]. In
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morphism π : SpecB → SpecO is faithfully flat and has the regular fibers SpecBK and SpecB ,
the regularity of B follows also from [1, IV.6.5.1]. 
Remark 2.2. (1) In the definition of the class,  does not depend on the choice of the element x.
In fact, if v(δ(x′)) = n then x′ = a1x + a0 with a1 ∈ O∗ and a0 ∈ O (see the introduction
and the assertion (3) of Lemma 2.1). Let ty = f (x) and tmz = g(x′) with f (x) ∈ O[x] and
g(x′) ∈O[x′], where f (x) = f (x) (mod tO[x]) (respectively g(x′) = g(x′) (mod tO[x′])) is the
minimal polynomial for x = x (mod tB) (respectively x′ = x′ (mod tB)) over k. We take ,m
as large as possible. Write x′ = α1x + α0 with αi = ai (mod tO). Since degf (x) = [k(x) : k] =
[k(x ′) : k] = degg(x′), f ((x ′ − α0)/α1) = 0 is also the minimal equation of x′ over k. Since
ty = f ((x′ − a0)/a1), we have m   by the definition of m. Changing the roles of x and x′,
we deduce m. Hence  = m. This shows that  does not depend on the choice of x.
(2) In the assertion (4) above, if we assume that the associated Ga-action is free from fixed
points, i.e., the ideal J of B generated by δ(B) is not a proper ideal, instead of assuming that B is
an integral domain, it follows that B = A[η] a polynomial ring over an Artin ring A = Ker δ (cf.
[4, Theorem 2.1]). Hence B is Cohen–Macaulay, and B itself is a Cohen–Macaulay ring. If B is
an integral domain, the Ga-action is also free from fixed points.
We shall consider the factoriality of the affine O-curve B .
Lemma 2.3. Let B be an affine O-curve with a non-trivial locally nilpotent derivation δ. Then
the following assertions hold.
(1) B is factorial if and only if B is an integral domain.
(2) Suppose that B is factorial. Let b ∈ B \ tB . Then b is a prime element of B if and only if
b /∈ B∗, t  b and b is an irreducible polynomial in BK = K[x].
Proof. (1) Suppose that B is factorial. Since O = Ker δ, O is factorially closed in B (or equiva-
lently, O is an inert subring of B). Hence t is a prime element in B . This implies that B = B/tB
is an integral domain. Conversely, suppose that B is an integral domain. Let P be a prime ideal
of height 1 of B . If t ∈ P then P = tB because tB is a prime ideal by the hypothesis. Sup-
pose t /∈P. ThenPK :=PBK is a prime ideal of height 1 of K[x]. Hence there exists an element
b ∈P such that t  b, b is irreducible in BK and PK = bBK . We shall show that
√
bB = bB .
In fact, let z ∈ √bB . Then zm ∈ bB for some m > 0. Since b is irreducible in BK = K[x], z is
divisible by b in K[x]. Hence we may write t r z = bb1, where r  0, b1 ∈ B and t  b1 provided
r > 0. If r > 0, then b = b (mod tB) and b1 = b1 (mod tB) are non-zero elements of B/tB
such that b · b1 = 0, which contradicts the hypothesis that B is an integral domain. Hence r = 0
necessarily. Then z ∈ bB . Now consider the minimal prime decomposition of bB
bB =P1 ∩ · · · ∩P,
where any prime divisor Pi has height 1 and tB does not appear because t  b. Hence
bBK =P1BK ∩ · · · ∩PBK
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we have  = 1. Hence bB =P1 a prime ideal. Since bB ⊆P and htP= 1, we have P=P1.
Thus a prime ideal P of height 1 is principal.
(2) Suppose that b is a prime element of B \ tB . It is then clear that b /∈ B∗ and t  b. Suppose
that b is reducible in BK = K[x]. Then we have a relation t rb = b1b2 with r  0 and b1, b2 ∈ B ,
where b1, b2 /∈O. Since B is factorial, we can write b1 = t s1b′1 and b2 = t s2b′2, where s1 + s2 = r
and b′1, b′2 ∈ B . Since degx b1 = degx b′1,degx b2 = degx b′2 and b = b′1b′2, this contradicts the
assumption that b is a prime element of B . Hence b is irreducible in BK . We shall show the
converse. Let b be an element of B such that b /∈ B∗, t  b and b is irreducible in BK . Suppose
that b is reducible in B and write b = b1b2 with b1, b2 ∈ B and b1, b2 /∈ B∗. Then degx b =
degx b1 + degx b2. If degx b1 = 0 then b1 ∈ B ∩ K =O, and t | b1 because b1 /∈ B∗ =O∗. This
contradicts the assumption that t  b. So, degx b1 > 0. Similarly, degx b2 > 0. Then b is reducible
in BK , a contradiction. Hence b is a prime element of B . 
Now let B be an integral affine O-curve. Since B is an integral domain and we may assume
that δ = 0, we have B = L[η], where L is a separable algebraic extension of k. Let n and  be
respectively the order and the class of B . We choose x, y as in the introduction so that δ(x) = tn
and ty = f (x), where f (x) ∈O[x] is a monic polynomial such that f (x) is a minimal polyno-
mial of the field extension k(x) over k.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that B is an integral affine O-curve with a non-trivial locally nilpotent
derivation and of order n > 0. Then the following assertions hold.
(1) The element y is determined up to elements of the set {h(x) ∈O[x] | degh(x) < degf (x)}.
Furthermore, the residue class y of y in B does not belong to k(x).
(2) δ(y) = f ′(x)tn−.
(3) We have a relation n  > 0. The element y is algebraic over k(x) if and only if n > .
Proof. (1) Suppose that tz = g(x) with a monic polynomial g(x) such that g(x) = f (x). Then
t(z− y) = g(x)− f (x) = t rh(x), where t  h(x) and degh(x) < degf (x). If  > r and h(x) =
0, then h(x) = 0. Hence rankk k(x)  degh(x) < degf (x), which is a contradiction. So, r  
and z = y+ t r−h(x). Conversely, it is clear that an element z = y+ t r−h(x) satisfies tz = g(x)
with g(x) = f (x) + t rh(x). Suppose that y ∈ k(x). Then there exists a polynomial k(x) ∈O[x]
such that degk(x) < degf (x) and y − k(x) = t r z with r > 0 and t  z. Then t+rz = f (x) −
tk(x), which contradicts the choice of .
(2) Since tδ(y) = f ′(x)δ(x) = f ′(x)tn, the formula follows immediately.
(3) Suppose  > n. By (2), we have f ′(x) = 0 in B . This contradicts the minimality of the
polynomial f (x). Hence n . More precisely, since f ′(x) = 0, δ(x) = 0 if and only if n > .
If we write B = L[η] as a polynomial ring over a finite algebraic extension L of k(x), we have
L = Ker δ. Hence y is algebraic over k(x) if and only if δ(y) = 0. Hence the conclusion. 
3. AffineO-curves of Danielewski type
Consider an affineO-curve of Danielewski type B =O[x, y]/(tny−f (x)). TheO-algebra B
is an integral domain which is Cohen–Macaulay by Remark 2.2. Since B = k[x][y] with
f (x) = 0 and y is a variable over y, we know by Lemma 2.3 that B is factorial if and only
if it is integral. Define a locally nilpotent O-derivation δ by δ(x) = tn and δ(y) = f ′(x).
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following assertions hold.
(1) The order of B is either n or 0, where the order is zero if and only if either n = 0 or
degf (x) = 1, according to which B =O[x] or B =O[y].
(2) The class of B is equal to n if the order is not zero. The class is zero by definition if the order
is zero.
Proof. (1) Let r be the order of B and let z be an element of B such that δ(z) ∈ O and
v(δ(z)) = r . We may assume that δ(z) = t r . We shall show that if r < n then r = 0. By
Lemma 2.1(3), x = a1z+ a0 with a0, a1 ∈O. Since δ(x) = a1δ(z), we have a1 = tn−r . Then the
residue class x in B = B/tB is equal to a0 ∈ k. Hence rankk k[x] = 1, and hence degf (x) = 1
because f (x) is monic. Write f (x) = x + c0 with c0 ∈O. Then x = tny − c0. Hence B =O[y]
and δ(y) = f ′(x) = 1. This implies that the order of B is zero. Suppose next that the order of B
is zero. If n = 0, it is clear that B =O[x]. Suppose that n > 0. Then there exists an element z
such that δ(z) = 1. Hence B =O[z]. We can write x = ϕ(z) ∈O[z]. Since δ(x) = tn = ϕ′(z), it
follows by integrating ϕ′(z) with respect to z that ϕ(z) = tnz+a0 with a0 ∈O. Then x = a0 ∈ k.
This implies that degf (x) = 1. So, tny = x + c0 with c0 ∈O, and hence tn(y − z) = a0 + c0,
whence z = y − a′0 with a0 + c0 = tna′0 because δ(y − z) = 0. Then B =O[y].
(2) Suppose that the order of B is non-zero. Suppose that tz = g(x) with  > n, z ∈ B
and a monic polynomial g(x) ∈ O[x] such that t  z and g(x) = f (x). Then tn(y − t−nz) =
f (x) − g(x) ∈ tO[x]. Write f (x) − g(x) = t rh(x), where h(x) ∈O[x] − tO[x]. If r  n, then
y − t−nz = t r−nh(x) and y = y (mod tB) ∈ k[x], which contradicts the hypothesis that y is
a variable in B . If r < n, then tn−r (y − t−nz) = h(x) and rankk k[x]  degh(x) < degf (x),
which is a contradiction. Hence  n. Since tny = f (x) in B , n must be the class of B . 
The following result will characterize an irreducible affine O-curve of Danielewski type.
Theorem 3.2. Let B be an integral affine O-curve with a non-trivial locally nilpotent O-
derivation. Let n and  be the order and the class of B , respectively. If n = , then B is an
irreducible affineO-curve of Danielewski type. If n = 1, then n =  holds and B is an irreducible
affine O-curve of Danielewski type.
Proof. If n = 0, then B =O[x] for an element x of B with δ(x) = 1. We can regard B in this case
as an irreducible affine O-curve of Danielewski type. For example, set B =O[x, y]/(t0y − x).
So, we assume that n > 0. Choose x, y and f (x) as in Lemma 2.4 so that δ(x) = tn and
ty = f (x). Note that this implies δ(y) = tn−f ′(x). We prove that B = O[x, y]. Suppose
the contrary. For any element b ∈ B \ O[x, y], since BK = K[x], we can find an integer
m > 0 and a polynomial g(x) ∈ O[x] such that tmb = g(x) with g(x) = 0 in k[x]. Write
g(x) = g1(x)f (x) + h(x), where g1(x), h(x) ∈O[x] and degh(x) < degf (x). We then have a
relation tmb = tyg1(x) + h(x). Let r = min(m, ). Since degh(x) < degf (x) and f (x) = 0 is
the minimal equation of the extension k(x)/k, we know that h(x) = t rh1(x), where h1(x) ∈O[x]
and r > 0. Hence we have
tm−rb = t−ryg1(x)+ h1(x).
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have
tm−b = yg1(x)+ h1(x).
Now we prove the following claim.
Claim. We have y = y (mod tB) ∈ L and δ(y) = 0, where B = L[η] with L = Ker δ.
In fact, write g(x) as
g(x) = gs(x)f (x)s + gs−1(x)f (x)s−1 + · · · + g1(x)f (x)+ g0(x)
with deggi(x) < degf (x) and gi(x) = ti γi(x), where t does not divide all the coefficients
of γi(x) and i = 0 for some i. If gi(x) = 0, we choose a sufficiently large integer as i . Then
we have
tmb = g(x) = ts+s γs(x)ys + t(s−1)+s−1γs−1(x)ys−1 + · · · + t+1γ1(x)y + t0γ0(x).
Let p = min(m, s + s, (s − 1) + s−1, . . . ,  + 1, 0). If p = m, then b ∈O[x, y], a contra-
diction. Hence p < m. Let α1, . . . , αu exhaust all the i such that p = i + i , where α1 < α2 <




t (i+i )−pγi(x)yi = γα1(x)yα1 + γα2(x)yα2 + · · · + γαu(x)yαu .
Then, in B , γ α1(x) = 0, . . . , γ αu(x) = 0 and
yαu−α1γ αu(x)+ · · · + γ α1(x) = 0.
Hence y is algebraic over k(x). Then δ(y) = 0 in B .
Now we use the hypothesis n = . Since δ(y) = f ′(x) in this case, we have δ(y) = f ′(x) = 0.
This is a contradiction. Hence B = O[x, y]. Since tny = f (x) is the only relation between x
and y, B is an irreducible affine O-curve of Danielewski type. 
There are integral affine O-curves which are not of Danielewski type. One example is given
in the following result.
Proposition 3.3. Let f (x) ∈ O[x] be a monic polynomial of degree larger than 1 such that
f (x) = f (x) (mod tO[x]) is irreducible over k and let n,  be positive integers such that n > .
Let m > 1 be an integer and let gi(x) (0  i  m) be monic polynomials in O[x] such that
deggi(x) < degf (x), gi(x) = gi(x) (mod tO[x]) = 0 in k[x] and that
gm(x)Z
m + gm−1(x)Zm−1 + · · · + g0(x)
is an irreducible polynomial in Z over the finite extension field k(x) = k[x]/(f (x)). Let B =
O[x, y1, y2], where y1, y2 are the elements subject to the relations
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tn+(m−1)y2 = gm(x)f (x)m + tgm−1f (x)m−1 + · · ·
+ t igm−i (x)f (x)m−i + · · · + tmg0(x).
Define an O-derivation δ by





1 + · · · + g1(x)
)
f ′(x)
+ (g′m(x)ym1 + · · · + g′0(x))t.
Then the following assertions hold.
(1) B is an integral affineO-curve and the Ga-action associated with δ is free from fixed points.
(2) The special fiber B is equal to k(x)(y1)[y2], where y2 is a variable over k(x)(y1) and the
field extension k(x)(y1)/k(x) has a minimal equation of degree m
gm(x)y
m
1 + gm−1(x)ym−11 + · · · + g0(x) = 0.
(3) B has the order n and the class .
(4) B is not of Danielewski type.
Proof. (1) and (2). It is easy to see that once we set δ(x) = tn, the derivation δ operates on y1 as
described in the statement. To obtain δ(y2), we replace f (x) by ty1 in the relation
tn+(m−1)y2 = gm(x)f (x)m + tgm−1f (x)m−1 + · · · + tmg0(x)
and obtain




g′m(x)ym1 + g′m−1(x)ym−11 + · · · + g′0(x)
)
tn
+ (mgm(x)ym−11 + (m− 1)gm−1(x)ym−21 + · · · + g1(x))f ′(x)tn−.
So, by canceling out the factor tn− from the both sides, we obtain the formula as given in the
statement.
Let δ be the k-derivation on B induced by δ. Then, by the definition of δ, we have





m−1 + · · · + g′ (x))f ′(x) = 0.1 1
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Ga-action on B is free from fixed points.
(3) We argue as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 to prove that B has the order n. Since we as-
sume that degf (x) > 1, the inequality r < n cannot occur. By modifying slightly the proof
in Lemma 3.1, we can also show that the class of B is . Note that ty1 = f (x). Suppose
that tdz = g(x) with d > , z ∈ B and a monic polynomial g(x) ∈ O[x] such that t  z and
g(x) = f (x). Then t(y1 − td−z) = f (x)−g(x) ∈ (tO)[x]. Write f (x)−g(x) = t rh(x), where
h(x) ∈O[x] − (tO)[x]. If r  , then y1 − td−z = t r−h(x) and y1 ∈ k[x], which contradicts
the hypothesis that k(x)(y1) is an algebraic extension of k(x) of degree m > 1. If r < , then
t−r (y1 − td−z) = h(x) and rankk k[x]  degh(x) < degf (x), which is a contradiction. So,
 is the class of B .
(4) The element x does not generate the coefficient field L of B . Hence B is not of
Danielewski type. 
4. Higher structures of integral affineO-curves
In terms of generators and relations, we shall describe completely the structure of an integral
affine O-curve with a non-trivial locally nilpotent derivation δ. Let n be the order of B and let x
be an element of B such that δ(x) = tn. We assume n > 0. In B = L[η], the constant field L
is a finite algebraic extension of k and k(x) is a subfield of L. Let f (x) ∈ O[x] be a monic
polynomial such that f (x) is a minimal polynomial of x over k and ty = f (x) for the class 
of B . We denote y and  by y1 and 1, respectively, and denote x and f (x) by y0 and f0(x)
if necessary. In the subsequent arguments, we shall construct inductively elements y1, y2, . . . , ys
which generate theO-algebra B . To avoid the notational complexity, we describe the step finding
the element y2 in details, and describe the general steps i to i + 1 more concisely. In fact, the
arguments employed therein are basically the same.
Lemma 4.1. Suppose that y1 is algebraic over k(x) (see Lemma 2.4). Let
f1(x, y1) = ym11 + gm1−1(x)ym1−11 + · · · + g0(x)
be an element in O[x, y1] (a monic polynomial in y1) satisfying the following conditions.
(i) deggi(x) < m0 = degf (x) for 0 i < m1.
(ii) f 1(x, y1) = ym11 + gm1−1(x)ym1−11 + · · · + g0(x) = 0 is the minimal equation of y1 over
k(x).
(iii) When we write
t2y2 = f1(x, y1), y2 ∈ B, t  y2, (∗)
the integer 2 is the largest as possible.
Then we have the following assertions.
(1) 2  n− 1.
(2) δ(y2) = tn−(1+2)(∂y1f1(x, y1)∂xf0(x)+ t1∂xf (x, y1)).
(3) y2 /∈ k(x, y1), and y2 is algebraic over k(x, y1) if and only if 1 + 2 < n.
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t2y2 = f1(x, y1).
Proof. (1) Applying δ to the both sides of (∗), we obtain
t2δ(y2) = ∂y1f1(x, y1)δ(y1)+ ∂xf1(x, y1)δ(x)
= tn−1(m1ym1−11 + (m1 − 1)gm1−1(x)ym1−21 + · · · + g1(x))f ′0(x)
+ tn(g′m1−1(x)ym1−11 + · · · + g′0(x)).







1 + (m1 − 1)gm1−1(x)ym1−21 + · · · + g1(x)
)
f ′0(x) = 0.
Since f ′0(x) = 0, the first factor ∂y1f 1(x, y1) is zero. This implies [k(x, y1) : k(x)] 
m1 − 1 <m1, which is a contradiction.
(2) Straightforward.
(3) Suppose y2 ∈ k(x, y1). Then there exists a polynomial h(x, y1) ∈ O[x, y1] such that
degy1 h < m1,degx h < m0 and y2 − h(x, y1) = t r z with r > 0 and t  z. Replacing y2 in the
equality (∗) by h(x, y1) + t r z, we have t2+rz = f1(x, y1) − t2h(x, y1). This contradicts the
choice of the integer 2. Hence y2 /∈ k(x, y1). As for the second half of the assertion, we employ
the reasoning in Lemma 2.4(3). In fact, δ(y2) = 0 if and only if y2 ∈ L := Ker δ, and δ(y2) = 0
if and only if 1 + 2 < n.
(4) Suppose on the contrary that O[x, y1, y2]  B . Let b ∈ B \ O[x, y1, y2]. Since BK =
K[x, y1, y2], there exists an integer u > 0 such that tub ∈ O[x, y1, y2]. We take u to be the
smallest possible. We can write
tub = tαmγm(x, y1)ym2 + tαm−1γm−1(x, y1)ym−12 + · · · + tα0γ0(x, y1), (∗∗)
where γi(x, y1) ∈O[x, y1] \ tO[x, y1] if it is not zero and αi is sufficiently big if γi(x, y1) = 0.
Furthermore, we may assume that degy1 γi(x, y1) < m1 and degx γi(x, y1) < m0 for any non-
zero γi(x, y1). In fact, if degy1 γi(x, y1)m1, we can write
γi(x, y1) = hisi f1(x, y1)si + hisi−1(x)f1(x, y1)si−1 + · · · + γi0(x, y1)
with hisi , . . . , hi1 ∈O[x] and degy1 γi0(x, y1) < m1. Replace f1(x, y1) by t2y2 and obtain
γi(x, y1) = t2si hisi (x)ysi2 + · · · + t2hi1(x)y2 + γi0(x, y1). (†)
Similarly, if deghij (x)  m0 for some 1  j  si , we can write hij (x) as a polynomial in y1
with coefficients in O[x] whose degrees are smaller than m0 and replace hij (x) in (†) by this
polynomial in y1. These replacements may produce y1-terms of degree m1. Then apply again
the above replacement. This operation will end after finitely many times because degx y1 = m0
and degx y2 = m0m1 when y0, y1 are viewed as elements of K[x], and because the above re-
placements do not increase the x-degree.
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tαi−pγi(x, y1)yi2 = γis (x, y1)yis2 + · · · + γi1(x, y1)yi12 .
Thence we obtain the following relation in B
γ is (x, y1)y
is−i1
2 + · · · + γ i1(x, y1) = 0
where γ ij (x, y1) = γij (x, y1) (mod tO[x, y1]) is a non-zero polynomial with degy1 γ ij (x, y1) <
m1 and degx γ ij (x, y1) < m0. This implies that y2 is algebraic over k(x, y1) and hence an ele-
ment of L = Ker δ.
Now we use the hypothesis n = 1 + 2. By the assertion (2), we conclude that
δ(y2) = ∂y1f1(x, y1) · ∂xf0(x)
= {m1ym1−11 + (m1 − 1)gm1−1(x)ym1−21 + · · · + g1(x)} · f 0(x)
= 0.
This is a contradiction. Hence B = O[x, y1, y2] with the relations t1y1 = f0(x) and t2y2 =
f1(x, y1). 
We further continue the above constructions.
Lemma 4.2. Suppose that there exist elements x, y1, . . . , yc in B satisfying the following condi-
tions.
(1) The residue classes x, y1, . . . , yc in B = L[η] are algebraic over k, and the field extension
k(x, y1, . . . , yi)/k(x, y1, . . . , yi−1) has degree mi > 1 for 1 i  c.
(2) For 1 i  c, there exists a monic polynomial in yi with coefficients in O[x, y1, . . . , yi−1]
fi(x, y1, . . . , yi−1, yi) = ymii + gmi−1(x, y1, . . . , yi−1)ymi−1i + · · · + g0(x, y1, . . . , yi−1)
such that
(2.1) f i(x, y1, . . . , yi) = 0 is the minimal equation of yi over k(x, y1, . . . , yi−1).
(2.2) For 0 k <mi and 0 j < i, degyj gk(x, y1, . . . , yi−1) < mj , where we set y0 = x.(3) For 1 i < c,
ti+1yi+1 = fi(x, y1, . . . , yi), (∗i )
and i+1 together with fi(x, y1, . . . , yi) is so chosen that i+1 is the largest as possible and
fi(x, y1, . . . , yi) satisfies the condition (2) above.
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tc+1yc+1 = fc(x, y1, . . . , yc−1, yc) (∗c)
where we take as c+1 the largest integer as possible by replacing if necessary the polynomial
fc(x, y1, . . . , yc−1, yc) by a new one which is reduced by (mod tB) to the same minimal equation
f c(x, y1, . . . , yc) = 0 for the element yc over k(x, y1, . . . , yc−1). Then we have the following
assertions.
(1) c+1  n− (1 + · · · + c).







⎛⎝ terms in O[x, y1, . . . , yc]whose coefficients in O are
divisible by tn−(1+···+c+1)+1
⎞⎠ .
(3) Furthermore, if tc+1zc+1 = Fc(x, y1, . . . , yc) is another choice, there exists a polynomial
h ∈O[x, y1, . . . , yc] such that degyi h < mi for 0 i  c, zc+1 = yc+1 + t r−c+1h and Fc =
fc + t rh for r  c+1.
(4) The residue class yc+1 = yc+1 (mod tB) is not an element of k(x, y1, . . . , yc). Furthermore,
yc+1 is algebraic over k(x, y1, . . . , yc) if and only if 1 + · · · + c + c+1 < n.
(5) If n = 1 + · · · + c + c+1, then B =O[x, y1, . . . , yc, yc+1] follows.
Proof. By the induction hypothesis, yc is algebraic over k(x, . . . , yc−1) and hence
O[x, y1, . . . , yc]  B . The polynomial fc(x, y1, . . . , yc) is a monic polynomial of degree mc
in yc and yields the minimal equation f c(x, y1, . . . , yc) = 0 of yc over k(x, y1, . . . , yc−1).
Moreover, it is so chosen by the successive substitutions as explained in the proof of the as-
sertion (4) of Lemma 4.1 that the coefficients of fc(x, y1, . . . , yc) in O[x, y1, . . . , yc−1] satisfy
the condition (2.2) for i = c. We choose fc(x, y1, . . . , yc) so that c+1 is the largest as possible.
(1) Apply δ to both sides of the equality (∗c) to obtain

















0ic ∂yi fi (mod tB) = 0 to obtain the desired inequality.
(2) It is easy to obtain the stated formula of δ(yc+1).
(3) Consider
tc+1(zc+1 − yc+1) = Fc(x, y1, . . . , yc)− fc(x, y1, . . . , yc)
:= t rh(x, y1, . . . , yc)
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hi(x, y1, . . . , yc−1)yic.
Then hi(x, y1, . . . , yc−1) = 0 for every i by the minimality of mc . If one writes hi(x, y1,
. . . , yc−1) as the sum of terms yjc−1 (0  j < mc−1) with coefficients in k[x, y1, . . . , yc−2],
all the coefficients become zero. Thus tracking down the coefficients of h, we reach to a contra-
diction to the minimality of some mi (0 i < c). Hence r  c+1.
(4) The argument is the same as for the assertion (3) in Lemma 4.1.
(5) The argument is basically the same as for the assertion (4) of Lemma 4.1, though it is more
involved with the complicated notations. We leave the proof to the readers. 
We can continue the above inductive step as long as 1 + · · · + c+1 < n. Since every i is a
positive integer, this process eventually stops. Hence we obtain the following structure theorem
of B .
Theorem 4.3. Let B be an integral affine O-curve with a non-trivial locally nilpotent deriva-
tion δ. Let n be the order of B . Suppose n > 0. Then there exist positive integers 1, . . . , s+1,
m0,m1, . . . ,ms and elements x, y1, . . . , ys, ys+1 such that the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) n = 1 + 2 + · · · + s+1.
(2) B is a polynomial ring in ys+1 over an algebraic extension L = k(x, y1, . . . , ys) of k, where
x and the yi are the residue classes of x and the yi in B . Furthermore, [k(x) : k] = m0 and
[k(x, . . . , yi) : k(x, . . . , yi−1)] = mi for 1 i  s.
(3) For 0 i  s, ti+1yi+1 = fi(x, y1, . . . , yi), where fi is a polynomial satisfying the condi-
tions (2.1) and (2.2) of Lemma 4.2.







⎛⎝ terms in O[x, y1, . . . , yi]whose coefficients in O are
divisible by tn−(1+···+i+1)+1
⎞⎠ .
In particular, δ(ys+1) =∏0is ∂yi fi = 0.
(5) B =O[x, y1, . . . , ys+1], and the relations among x, y1, . . . , ys+1 are given by the relations
in the assertion (3) above.
Though the class  does not depend on the choice of the element x which defines the order n
(see Remark 2.2(1)), we did not examine if the integer i (2 i  s + 1) depends on the choice
of the elements x, y1, . . . , yi−1. Intuitively and most probably, it does not but the verification will
be too complicated to write down.
The integer s + 1 in Theorem 4.3 is called the height of B . An integral affine O-curve B
with a non-trivial locally nilpotent derivation δ is isomorphic to O[x] if the height is zero and an
affine O-curve of Danielewski type if the height is one. As in Proposition 3.3, one can prove the
existence of an integral affine O-curve with arbitrary height greater than or equal to zero.
3344 M. Miyanishi / Journal of Algebra 322 (2009) 3331–3344The above description of the structure of an integral affine O-curve can be considered as a
description of all the (integral) deformations of the affine line A1K = SpecK[x] over O, where
K = Q(O). The next interesting problem would be a description of all the (integral) deformations
of the affine space ANK over O.
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